12. Financial Participation in URAM Research, Donations, etc.

The URAM journal has two financial sources: Subscriptions and Donations.

URAM Research would like to rely more and more on subscription because that would imply a larger community of readers. A wide segment of readers of URAM journal is required for the nature of our research which is about universal and personal human effort to find meaning in our human existence.

Our intention is raising the number of paid subscriptions to 800. Cooperation is invited. We expect that each member of the International Society for the Study of Human Ideas on Ultimate Reality and Meaning, The Association of Concern for Ultimate Reality and Meaning, and the Institute for Encyclopedia of Human Ideas on Ultimate Reality and Meaning subscribe to the URAM journal, which is the most efficient way of getting involved in URAM Research.

Donations in Canada as well in USA are tax deductible and should be sent to the Business Office:
Geraldine Sullivan.
Institute for URAM
2320 Liverpool Road
Pickering, ON Canada LIX 1V4
Tel.: (905) 839-3858
E-mail: lastorta@jesuits.ca

The Community of URAM Research expresses thanks to all who in any way financially participated and participate in URAM Research.